
Information / New release major update
● The transfer type, transfer reason and expiration date of a transfer can now be changed during the

process without having to cancel and restart the transfer. This is possible until the transfer is closed

or rejected. This is only for Branch Super Users

● You can now pick the destination team of a player when you initiate a transfer.   As the transfer is

approved, that player will be sent automatically to that team.

● It is now possible to end a share for a player that belongs to your organization.  From the transfer

history, you can click on the transfer request you want to end. The transfer will then be marked as

expired. * Note, you cannot remove a share that was migrated over from HCR 2.0, currently you can

only remove those created in 3.0

Information / New release other updates

● Branch report was added to the platform. This is a report that will be made available for all the
branches, regions / districts.   It is similar to the registration report but allows groups based on the
branch division and select one or multiple child organization.

● Clinic attendees can now be processed in batches.   You can now select a list of attendees and
change their status.  Users need to select clinic attendees that have the same status and will now be
allowed to change their status in a batch.

● Reinstate a player that was released back to the roster is now available.  This will allow a member
that has been put in the inactive section to be put back in the active players without using another
card.  This feature is only for Branch Super Users

● You can now request a USA transfer while you are in the actual player office.
● Member address is now available in the minimal view and in the side panel when an organization is

requesting a transfer.   This will help the validation to make sure it's the right member.

Visual updates and data migration fixes

● New contact support box in the registration process that now display the contact info of the MHA

● Questionnaire reports now include the division name and the package name in the report
● You can now attach documents in the USA and International transfer right when you create a

transfer.  Before it was available only after you had created the transfer.


